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Abstract
Standard reinforcement learning methods aim to
master one way of solving a task whereas there may
exist multiple near-optimal policies. Being able
to identify this collection of near-optimal policies
can allow a domain expert to efficiently explore the
space of reasonable solutions. Unfortunately, exist-
ing approaches that quantify uncertainty over poli-
cies are not ultimately relevant to finding policies
with qualitatively distinct behaviors. In this work,
we formalize the difference between policies as a
difference between the distribution of trajectories
induced by each policy, which encourages diver-
sity with respect to both state visitation and action
choices. We derive a gradient-based optimization
technique that can be combined with existing pol-
icy gradient methods to now identify diverse collec-
tions of well-performing policies. We demonstrate
our approach on benchmarks and a healthcare task.
1 Introduction
Standard reinforcement learning methods find one way to
solve a task, even though there may exist multiple near-
optimal policies that are distinct in some meaningful way.
Identifying this collection of near-optimal policies can allow
a domain expert to efficiently explore the space of reasonable
solutions. For example, knowing that there exist comparably-
performing policies that trade between several small doses of
a drug or a single large dose may enable a clinician to identify
what might work best for a patient (e.g., based on whether the
patient will remember to take all the small doses).
Unfortunately, existing approaches to find a set of diverse
policies involve notions of diversity that are not aligned with
the kind of efficient exploration-amongst-reasonable-options
setting described above. Liu et al. (2017) characterize the
uncertainty over policies via computing a posterior over pol-
icy parameters, but differences in policy parameters may not
result in qualitatively different behavior (especially in over-
parameterized architectures). Haarnoja et al. (2017) encour-
age diversity via encouraging high entropy distributions over
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actions (given states), which may result in sub-optimal behav-
ior. Fard and Pineau (2011) seek a single non-deterministic
policy that may make multiple decisions at any state, which
may be overly restrictive if action choices across states must
be correlated to achieve near-optimal performance.
We argue that differences in trajectories (state visits and
action choices) better capture the kinds of distinct behavior
we are seeking. For example, does one prefer a policy that
achieves wellness through a surgery, or via prolonged ther-
apy? More formally, stochasticity in the environment dy-
namics and the policy will induce a distribution over trajecto-
ries. We use the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) metric
to compare these distributions over trajectories under differ-
ent policies. As noted in Sriperumbudur et al. (2010), the
MMD metric has a closed form solution (unlike the Wasser-
stein and Dudley metrics) and exhibits better convergence be-
havior than φ-divergences such as Kullback-Leibler (KL).
In this work, we first formalize notions of policy diver-
sity via the MMD over their induced trajectories. We show
that unbiased gradient estimates of the MMD term can be ob-
tained without knowledge of transition dynamics of the en-
vironment, and describe how it can be applied to any policy
gradient objective. Across both benchmark domains and a
healthcare task, our approach discovers diverse collections of
well-performing policies.
2 Background
Reinforcement Learning We consider Markov decision
processes (MDPs) defined by a continuous state space S, a
(discrete or continuous) action spaceA, state transition prob-
abilities pT (s, a, s′), reward function r(s, a), as well as a dis-
count factor γ. A policy pi(s, a) indicates the probability of
action a in state s; together with the transition probability
pT (s, a, s
′), it induces a distribution ppi(τ) over trajectories
τ = s0, a0, . . . aT−1, sT . Traditionally, the task is to find a
policy that maximizes the long-term expected discounted sum
of rewards (return) g(τ):
g(τ) = Eτ∼ppi(τ)
[ T∑
t=0
γtr(st, at)
]
In this work, we shall seek multiple near-optimal policies.
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Policy Gradient Methods Policy gradient methods use
gradients to iteratively optimize a policy piθ(s, a) that is pa-
rameterized by θ. The standard objective JPG(θ) is the return
g(τ). An unbiased estimate of the gradient of the objective
can be obtained by Monte Carlo rollouts generated by the
policy piθ using the likelihood ratio trick. For a single roll-
out {st, at, rt}, the gradient can be estimated as
∇θJPG(θ) ≈
T∑
t=0
∇θ log piθ(st, at)gt
where gt =
∑T
t′=t γ
t′−trt′ is the return over the rewards re-
ceived from time t onwards. Schulman et al. (2017) intro-
duced Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO); a popular vari-
ant that achieves state-of-the-art performance on many bench-
mark domains and uses trust region updates that are compat-
ible with stochastic gradient descent.
In this work we augment the PPO objective for the policy
network with an MMD-based term which encourages policies
that lead to different state visitation and/or action choice dis-
tribution than previously-identified policies. An iterative use
of this diversity inducing variant of policy gradient methods
allows us to sequentially obtain distinct policies.
Off-Policy Evaluation The off-policy RL framework ap-
plies when trajectories are collected from a behavior policy
that is distinct from the policy being trained, e.g., using ob-
servations from clinician behavior to optimize an agent’s be-
havior. In the batch setting, there are model-based and impor-
tance sampling approaches to estimating the value of a policy.
Model-based approaches learn a dynamics model for the tran-
sitions and use those to simulate outcomes of a policy in order
to estimate its value. Importance sampling approaches appro-
priately re-weight existing batch data to estimate the value for
a different policy.
Maximum Mean Discrepancy We use the MMD metric to
measure the difference between two trajectory distributions.
The MMD is an integral probability metric (Gretton et al.,
2007) that measures the difference between two distributions
p, q using test functions h from a function spaceH. It is given
by:
MMD(p, q,H) = sup
h∈H
(Ex∼p[h(x)]− Ey∼q[h(y)])
Computing the MMD is tractable when the function spaceH
is a unit-ball in a reproducing kernel hilbert space (RKHS)
defined by a kernel k(·, ·) and is given by:
MMD2(p, q,H) = E[k(x, x′)]− 2E[k(x, y)] + E[k(y, y′)]
where x, x′ i.i.d. ∼ p and y, y′ i.i.d. ∼ q. The expectation
terms in the analytical expression for the MMD can be ap-
proximated using samples. In Section 3, we will show that
computing the derivative of the MMD metric between trajec-
tories with respect to the policy parameters θ is tractable.
3 Diversity-Inducing Policy Gradient (DIPG)
Our algorithm constructs a set of diverse policies for an MDP
by iteratively finding policies that are diverse relative to an ex-
isting set of policies. First, we formulate a diversity inducing
objective function that regularizes any policy gradient objec-
tive. Then, we show that optimizing this objective is tractable
using the familiar log-derivative trick. Next, we explain how
to iteratively apply this diversity-inducing policy gradient ob-
jective in conjunction with an existing algorithm to find a set
of distinct policies that solve an MDP. Finally, we introduce
an extension to the proposed framework for off-policy batch
reinforcement learning.
3.1 DIPG Objective
We propose adding a regularization term to encourage learn-
ing a policy piθ(s, a) that induces a distribution over trajecto-
ries pθ(τ) that is distinct from a specified set of distributions
over trajectories Q = {qm(τ)}Mm=1. (Below, these distribu-
tions qm(τ) will come from previously-identified policies.)
Our diversity measure DMMD(pθ(τ),Q) is the squared MMD
between the distribution of trajectories under the current pol-
icy piθ and the distribution q∗(τ) in Q most similar to it.
DMMD(pθ(τ),Q) = min
m∈{1,...,M}
MMD2(pθ(τ), qm(τ))
= MMD2(pθ(τ), q∗(τ))
We define a kernel over a pair of trajectories (τ, τ ′) us-
ing a kernel K (such as Gaussian kernel) defined over some
function (g) of a vectorized representation of N steps of tra-
jectories (x = φN (τ), x′ = φN (τ ′)). For trajectories that are
not of the same length, we pick N to be the number of steps
corresponding to the shorter of the two trajectories.
k(τ, τ ′) = K(g(φN (τ)), g(φN (τ ′)))
The function φN is simply a way to stack the states and
actions from the first N steps of a trajectory into a single vec-
tor. The function g gives the flexibility to adjust the focus of
the diversity measure for different aspects such as state visits,
action choices, or both.
The MMD-based diversity-inducing objective function is
given by JMMD(θ):
JMMD(θ) = JPG(θ) + αDMMD(pθ(τ),Q)
Where JPG(θ) is the objective function of a policy gradient
algorithm of the user’s choice (e.g. for vanilla policy gradi-
ent it would be the expected return) and the second term is
proportional to the diversity measure between a policy distri-
bution and the set of specified distributionsQ. The parameter
α decides the relative importance of optimality and diversity
of the new policy piθ(s, a).
To optimize the MMD-based diversity-inducing objective,
we need to specify how gradients of the diversity term can be
computed with respect to the policy parameters θ.
3.2 Optimization via Gradient Ascent
To use gradient ascent on JMMD(θ), what remains to specify
is the gradient with respect to θ of the diversity inducing term
DMMD. Let q∗(τ) be the distribution in Q that minimizes the
MMD between the state trajectory distribution of the policy
piθ and qm ∈ Q. Then, the gradient with respect to the policy
Algorithm 1 MMD-based Diversity-Inducing Policy
Input: Known policies Pknown, MDP {S,A, ps, r}, policy
gradient objective JPG, learning rate η, diversity parameter
α
Initialize policy parameters θ
Q ← Sampled trajectories from policies in Pknown
repeat
Generate an episode s0, a0, r1, . . . , sT−1, aT−1, rT , fol-
lowing policy piθ
for Each step t = 0, . . . , T − 1 do
1: Estimate∇θJPG and∇θDMMD(pθ(τ),Q)
2: Update policy parameters via gradient ascent
θ ← θ + η(∇θJPG + α∇θDMMD(pθ(τ),Q))
end for
until convergence
Output: policy pθ
Algorithm 2 DIPG
Input: Number of policies N , MDP {S,A, ps, r}, policy
gradient objective JPG, learning rate η, diversity parame-
ters α1...N
Collection of known policies Pknown = ∅
for n = 1 to N do
1: Find a policy pn that is distinct from the current set
of known policies Pknown:
pn ← Algorithm 1(Pknown,MDP, JPG, η, αn)
2: Add pn to the set of known policies Pknown:
Pknown ← Pknown ∪ pn
end for
Output: Set of policies Pknown
parameters θ of the diversity term is given by
∇θDMMD(pθ(τ),Q) = ∇θMMD2(pθ(τ), q∗(τ),H)
= E[k(τp, τ ′p)∇θ log(pθ(τp)pθ(τ ′p))]
− 2E[k(τp, τq)∇θ log(pθ(τp)q∗(τq))]
+ E[k(τq, τ ′q)


:
0
∇θ log(q∗(τq)q∗(τ ′q))]
where τp, τ ′p i.i.d. ∼ pθ(τ) and τq, τ ′q i.i.d. ∼ q∗(τ). The
last term only involves the distribution q∗(τ) ∈ Q that has no
dependence on θ. The gradient term can be estimated by lin-
ear combinations of the∇θ log pθ(τ) involving the kernel be-
tween sample trajectories from the policy piθ and with a set of
specified trajectories from Q. It is well-known (Sutton et al.,
2000) that the gradient of the score function of the trajec-
tory distribution∇θ log pθ(τp) does not require the dynamics
model and can be expressed in terms of the score function of
the policy network (∇θ log pθ(τ) =
∑H
t=0∇θ log piθ(at|st)).
We now have all the machinery in place to augment any ex-
isting policy gradient method with a diversity inducing term.
Next, we will specify the basic algorithm for finding a policy
that is diverse with respect to some specified set of trajectory
distributions and then introduce an algorithm that leverages
this to find a set of diverse policies.
3.3 Finding Multiple Diverse Policies
Our goal is to find a collection of policies that perform opti-
mally or near-optimally and are diverse in terms of the distri-
butions over trajectories that they induce. In Algorithm 1, we
state how the diversity inducing term DMMD is used in order
to learn a single policy that is distinct with respect to a spec-
ified set of distributions over trajectories Q. In Algorithm 2,
we iteratively apply Algorithm 1 to find the desired set of N
distinct policies (agents): The first policy is learned without
any diversity term because there is no set of known policies
to begin with. Subsequent policies are learned by initializing
random policy parameters and training with the augmented
objective function that encourages diversity with respect to
previously discovered policies. The strength of the diversity
parameter α can be varied (e.g., to seek diverse policies more
aggressively as more policies are discovered).
3.4 DIPG Extension: Batch Off-Policy Setting
Batch reinforcement learning (Lange et al., 2012) aims to
learn policies from a fixed set of previously-collected trajec-
tories. It is common in domains such as medicine, dialogue
management, and industrial plant control where logged data
are plentiful but exploration is expensive or infeasible.
We now extend our DIPG framework to this batch setting.
In the on-policy case, we defined the DIPG diversity term as
a kernel over the distribution of trajectories induced by differ-
ent policies. However, in the batch case, trajectories cannot
be simulated from the learned policies. Thus, we instead de-
fine the diversity as a kernel over the likelihoods of specific
(observed) trajectories in the batch with respect to a policy.
Specifically, let T = {τi}Ii=1 be a batch of I trajectories.
We use p(T |pi) ∈ RI to indicate a vector where the ith co-
ordinate equals the probability of the ith trajectory under the
policy pi i.e. pi(T |pi) = p(τi|pi). Now, the diversity term
can be defined in an analogous fashion to the on-policy case
where we compare our policy being optimized piθ to the pre-
vious policies {q1, ..., qM}:
DTBATCH(piθ,Q) = min
m∈{1,...,M}
k(p(T |piθ), p(T |qm)
= k(p(T |piθ), p(T |q∗m))
We also require a measure of quality for the policies.
Levine and Koltun (2013) note that gradient-based optimiza-
tion of importance sampling estimates is difficult with com-
plex policies and long rollouts. We suggest a surrogate that
is equal to the sum of the likelihoods of each trajectory in the
batch JTSurrogate(θ) =
∑I
i=1 p(τi|θ). This surrogate is more
robust to optimize and encourages ‘safe’ behavior from the
agent, a desirable feature in the healthcare setting.
JBATCH(θ) = J
T
Surrogate(θ) + αD
T
BATCH(pi
θ,Q)
While we optimize with respect to this surrogate, in our re-
sults, we still report on the value of the policy with respect to
a standard importance sampling-based estimator (CWPDIS,
from Thomas (2015)).
4 Experimental Setup
We augment Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) (Schulman
et al., 2017) with the diversity inducing term (referred to as
DIPG-PPO). We set the maximum number of steps taken by
all baseline algorithms to be 1 million and set the maximum
number of steps for each of the N policies in DIPG-PPO to
0.2 million. Since we choose N < 5 for all our testing envi-
ronments, the total number of steps to learn all N policies is
necessarily less than 1 million. In these experiments we set
αn = 1.0 across all environments and iterations n1. For the
MMD kernel, we choose the Gaussian kernel with bandwidth
set to 1. Each algorithm is run 3 times to assess variability
in performance, except for RR-PPO which does not have any
inherent diversity component, so we run it with 10 random
restarts to help it make up for this disadvantage.
4.1 Environments
Synthetic Environments We illustrate qualitative aspects
of our approach on 2-dimensional navigational tasks.
Multi-goal environment of Haarnoja et al. (2017) is solved
by reaching one of four symmetrically placed goals in a con-
tinuous 2-D world. An ideal collection of diverse policies
would include policies that solve the task via reaching differ-
ent goals in different parts of the state space.
Asymmetric goals environment has one goal that is closer
to the starting point and easier to reach than the second. While
most agents find the region closest to the initial position, a
distinct collection of policies solves the environment by also
reaching the goal further away. We use this environment to
explore the case where there exist a slightly sub-optimal so-
lution that is clearly distinct from the optimal one.
Benchmark Environments We evaluated the performance
of our algorithm on standard benchmark environments:
Reacher, Ant, Humanoid and Humanoid Flag Run (Schul-
man et al., 2017; Ellenberge, 2019).
Clinical batch Hypotension batch data is built from a co-
hort of patients from MIMIC critical care data set (Johnson
et al., 2017). In this work, we aim to learn multiple treat-
ment strategies using off-policy methods. Cohort and MDP
formulation details are in the supplement2
4.2 Algorithm and Baselines
We compare our approach [DIPG-PPO] to the following
other algorithms that can encourage diverse behavior:
Random Restarts [RR-PPO]: Independent runs of PPO
without the diversity inducing regularization. Due to variabil-
ity in initializations and experience, we obtain a collection of
policies that are not exactly the same.
Stein Variational Policy Gradient [SVPG]: Liu et al.
(2017) use functional gradient descent to compute a point-
based posterior distribution over the policy parameter space.
We report results for a collection of 8 agents, and for compar-
ison also on a single agent’s performance.
1The performance of our algorithm may improve when this pa-
rameter is tuned based on the environment or which of the N poli-
cies is being learned)
2https://tinyurl.com/ijai2019-DIPG
Deep Energy-Based Policy [Soft-Q]: Haarnoja et al. (2017)
present a way to train a single stochastic policy that is en-
couraged to have high entropy on the probability of the ac-
tion (given state). The higher entropy encourages the agent to
choose actions that are diverse. We try Soft-Q learning with
the default entropy regularization parameter of 1 as well as
variants with 0.5 and 0. We choose the smaller (and zero)
values of the regularization parameter to see the effect of the
tradeoff between diversity and quality in this algorithm.
5 Results
We evaluate the performance based on both quality and simi-
larity scores (figure 2). The quality is evaluated by averaging
the returns coming from rollouts of the final stochastic pol-
icy (or collection of policies) and the similarity score comes
from the kernel used to measure similarity between trajecto-
ries (smaller kernel values indicate higher diversity). Addi-
tional results can be found in our supplement3.
DIPG method does not sacrifice quality Figure 2 shows
that DIPG-PPO and RR-PPO generally provide the highest
quality policies. The baseline algorithms designed for find-
ing a diverse set of policies (SVPG and Soft-Q) have sig-
nificantly worse quality performance (SVPG in particular)
and find policies that lead to high variability in the rewards
even though each individual policy in SVPG and Soft-Q is
trained for longer (1 million steps) as compared to RR-PPO
and DIPG-PPO (0.2 million steps). Such variability in the
distribution of returns suggests that the diversity in SVPG and
Soft-Q comes not only at the cost of quality, but importantly
(especially in the clinical setting) at the cost of consistency of
quality returns. It must be emphasized that diversity in poli-
cies is only meaningful if they are beyond some threshold of
quality and are able to ‘solve’ a domain consistently.
DIPG method finds meaningfully diverse policies with
fewer runs The diversity information in figure 2 shows that
SVPG and Soft-Q algorithms give policies that are quite di-
verse (comparison of pairwise trajectories shows negligible
overlap). Since these collections of stochastic policies fail to
provide high rewards in the environments, the diversity in the
trajectory distribution that is induced is of little value. The
DIPG-PPO (N = 2 and N = 4) and RR-PPO collections
(N = 10) are collections of policies that essentially ‘solve’
these environments and discover the set of ways these envi-
ronments were designed to be solved (see figure 1). In com-
parison to RR-PPO, DIPG-PPO requires many fewer agents
to discover an appropriate collection of diverse agents.
Clinical Example: A collection of DIPG policies reveals
different choices of treatment in the ICU. We learned
four policies through our off-policy extension of DIPG us-
ing real data from the ICU and evaluated their performance
using the CWPDIS importance sampling estimator (Thomas,
2015). Not only were all four learned policies of slightly
higher quality (∼ 9.33 on held out test data) than the clini-
cian behavior policy (9.29), they are also distinct
Figure 3 plots the probabilities of each action for each
policy for a single patient over their ICU stay duration.
3https://tinyurl.com/ijai2019-DIPG
Figure 1: A comparison of trajectories in the 2-D navigation tasks shows that DIPG-PPO (with N = 4 for Multi-Goal and N = 2 for
Asymmetric Goals) produces near-optimal trajectories to reach each goal. Soft-Q takes sub-optimal paths to the goal regions and SVPG
generally fails to solve the environments.
Figure 2: A comparison of the kernel-based similarity between trajectories and the average return across different algorithms reveals that
DIPG-PPO and RR-PPO consistently give the largest returns while achieving low similarity. The colors are consistent with those in figure 1
Figure 3: We show the probability of taking actions throughout the duration of a single ICU stay. While these agents all have roughly equal
value, they exhibit different emphasis on treatment styles as can be seen by the variability in action probabilities.
The discrete actions correspond to different combinations
of vasopressor and IV fluid dosages. Agent 1 has a near-
deterministic policy with an emphasis on a single treatment
that is a combination of a low vasopressor dosage and a
medium fluid dosage. Agents 2 and 3 are more aggressive
than other agents, giving weights to medium and high vaso-
pressor dosages as well. All agents emphasize taking action
early rather than later in the duration (by which time hope-
fully the patient is in a stable state). Importantly, all of these
policies cannot be differentiated by value alone; thus they
form a collection to be presented to clinicians for further re-
view of potentially valuable options.
6 Related Work
Whereas we compute diversity (using MMD) between com-
plete trajectories (including state and action), many related
works, quantify diversity only via differences in the action
space. E.g., the KL diversity term in Hong et al. (2018) is
between the actions. Similarly, in Gangwani et al. (2018),
the kernel incorporates trajectory information but the defini-
tion of the target density is still according to the maximum
entropy RL framework which focuses only on the diversity in
action space.
Smith et al. (2018) learn a policy over options and can
train multiple options (in an off-policy manner) using a roll-
out from a single option. The distinct options can give rise to
behavior that is diverse, however there is no explicit diversity
component in the objective and it is unclear how to summa-
rize the kinds of distinct trajectories that are possible. Unlike
Eysenbach et al. (2018), our proposed method does not im-
pose a latent structure defining ‘skills’. Cohen et al. (2019)
uses diversity for exploration in order to get closer to an opti-
mal policy whereas our work solves multi-goal domains and
identifies diverse policies of interest to experts (e.g. in clini-
cal setting).
In the graph-based planning literature (limited to the dis-
crete setting), there is also an interest in finding diverse plans;
Srivastava et al. (2007) seek to do this using domain inde-
pendent distance measures for evaluating diversity of plans
whereas Sohrabi et al. (2016) first generate a large set of high
quality plans and then use clustering to identify a diverse set
of representative plans that can be used for further analysis.
Our motivation for seeking diverse policies in the reinforce-
ment learning setting is aligned most closely with the end
goal of Sohrabi et al. (2016): presenting a diverse set of rep-
resentative solutions as a tool for hypothesis generation and
to discover specific directions of interest for further inquiry.
There exists a literature on Bayesian methods for reinforce-
ment learning (Ghavamzadeh et al., 2015). Also related are
evolutionary (Lehman and Stanley, 2011) and multi-objective
(Liu et al., 2014) reinforcement learning approaches. How-
ever, these approaches do not systematically attempt to iden-
tify a small set of distinct policies.
7 Discussion
Our DIPG algorithm successfully finds multiple goals in an
optimal or near-optimal manner whereas baseline approaches
are either unable to reach multiple goals or do so sub-
optimally. The poor task performance of SVPG could be due
to the difficulties of performing functional gradient descent
over a high-dimensional parameter space. However, even if
those difficulties were to be overcome, the search for diver-
sity in the space of neural network parameters does not cor-
respond directly to any meaningful notion of diversity in the
trajectories. The Soft-Q algorithm exhibits some meaning-
ful diversity in the policies it finds (e.g. reaching different
goals in the multi-goal environment), however, there is un-
necessary stochasticity in the actions, leading to sub-optimal
policies. Unlike the baselines, random restarts do result in
near-optimal in-task performance. However, the diversity of
the policies is at the mercy of the basins of attraction of each
local optima (based on the initialization and subsequent expe-
rience). In contrast, DIPG-PPO successfully identifies a col-
lection of distinct policies consistently and efficiently (that is,
with few runs).
While we have focused on certain notions of distinctness
here (state visits, action counts), our approach extends eas-
ily to other measures of distinctness as measured by alterna-
tive kernels (see Chen et al. (2018) and Gretton et al. (2012)
for novel kernels and discussion). Whereas the full trajec-
tory may be needed for training the RL agent, we can capture
(MMD-based) distinctness more generally using an arbitrary
function of the trajectory. For example, we could group pa-
tients into clinically meaningful clusters which can be used
to define a kernel for measuring diversity. There are also op-
portunities for incorporating more efficient search algorithms
than gradient descent (e.g. Toussaint and Lopes (2017)).
While we have focused on the task of returning policies as
possible options to a human user, another use-case could be
for situations in which we have a cheap, low fidelity simulator
and a more expensive, high-fidelity simulator. In this case,
the distinct trajectories from the low-fidelity simulator could
be used as seeds for deep exploration in the more expensive
simulator. Diverse policies can help manage the exploration-
exploitation trade-off (Bellemare et al., 2016; Fortunato et al.,
2017; Fu et al., 2017; Cohen et al., 2018).
8 Conclusion
We presented an approach for identifying a collection of near-
optimal policies with significantly different distributions of
trajectories. Our MMD-based regularizer can be applied to
the distribution of any statistic of the trajectories—state vis-
its, action counts, state-action combinations—and can also be
easily incorporated into any policy-gradient method. We ap-
plied these to several standard benchmarks and developed an
off-policy extension to identify meaningfully different treat-
ment options from observational clinical data. The ability to
find these diverse policies may be useful when the agent does
not have complete information about the task, and for present-
ing a set of potentially reasonable options to a downstream
human or system, who can use that information to efficiently
choose amongst reasonable options.
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A Additional Experiments
A.1 On-Policy DIPG-PPO
We investigated the performance of our algorithm and com-
pared to baseline algorithms on another 2-D navigational do-
main. The results in figure 4 how how successfully DIPG-
PPO solves this domain in comparison with other baseline
algorithms.
Obstacle environment involves overcoming a pit/barrier re-
gion to reach the goal. There exist two optimal policies (go-
ing around the barrier in two different ways) that are mean-
ingfully distinct. This environment requires finding different
policies to reach a single goal.
Figure 4: SVPG fails to avoid the obstacle in most cases. Soft-
Q (under default entropy regularization) learns sub-optimal diverse
paths to successfully avoid the obstacle, Soft-Q with smaller and no
entropy regularization finds only a single path around the obstacle.
RR-PPO only successfully finds one path (in an optimal manner)
however in many instances it is unable to find the goal. Perhaps there
is a need for many more restarts. DIPG-PPO successfully finds both
paths to the goal.
A.2 Off-Policy Experiments
Batch data from Cartpole (270 trajectories) was used for
training using the proposed surrogate in the paper. We find
that this surrogate is consistently able to solve the cartpole
domain as evaluated on ‘ground truth’ simulation (trajectory
length = 200) of the policies as well as the CWPDIS estimator
(figure 5).
B Hypotension Cohort
Our data source is the publicly-available MIMIC-III database
(?). The full dataset contains static and dynamic informa-
tion for nearly 60,000 patients treated in the critical care
units of Beth-Israel Deaconess Medical Center (BIDMC) in
Boston between 2001-2012. In our work we use version 1.4
of MIMIC-III, released in September 2016. Much of our data
processing is reused from original queries from Ghassemi
et al. (2017), with some additional processing pulled from
the public code released by Komorowski et al. (2018). In Ta-
ble 1, we present some baseline characteristics of the selected
cohort.
Figure 5: We show the learning curve for cartpole batch data under
the CWPDIS estimator as well as through actual simulation of the
policy. The ability of our surrogate-based objective to generalize
from a small batch of trajectories is demonstrated by the consistently
high returns achieved. We simulate using a trajectory length of 200,
so the highest possible policy value is 200.
B.1 Cohort Selection
Each observation in our final dataset is a single ICU stay. In
some cases it is possible that a single patient appears multiple
times if they had multiple ICU stays within a single hospi-
tal admission, or if they had multiple admissions to BIDMC
during the period of interest.
We started with all non-pediatric patients, filtering to only
those with an age of at least 15 on admission. We further
filtered to only include patients in MIMIC-III that came from
MetaVision, as these were the only patients where we could
reliably and easily extract both start and end times for the
interventions of interest. Next, we filtered out the bottom and
top 1% quantiles in terms of length of stay, so that only ICU
stays that were at least 14 hours but no longer than 622 hours
were included. Lastly, we filtered to only include ICU stays
that had at least three distinct measurements of mean arterial
pressure (MAP), and at least one MAP below 65, indicating
hypotension. This resulted in a cohort of 9,860 ICU stays.
B.2 Data Extraction
Our dataset contains 11 static features available on admission
to the ICU (or shortly thereafter): age, biological sex, weight,
whether the ICU was a surgical ICU, three overall severity
scores (SOFA (Vincent et al., 1996), OASIS (Johnson et al.,
2013), and SAPS (Le Gall et al., 1993)), race, whether the
hospital admission was urgent, whether the hospital admis-
sion was an emergency, and hours from hospital admission to
ICU admission.
We also have a total of 20 clinical time series variables
measured over the course of a patient’s ICU stay. These in-
clude 8 vitals: diastolic blood pressure, heart rate, mean arte-
rial pressure (MAP), systolic blood pressure, pulse oximetry,
respiration rate, temperature, and urine output. Vitals are typ-
ically recorded about once an hour, although in practice they
are captured at the bedside continuously. We also include 12
laboratory measurements: fraction of inspired oxygen, blood
urea nitrogen, creatinine, glucose, bicarbonate, hematocrit,
lactate, magnesium, platelets, potassium, sodium, and white
Characteristic Overall Cohort (N=9,860)
Age (25/50/75% quantiles) 57.4, 69.4, 80.5
Female (%) 47.6%
Weight in kg (25/50/75% quantiles) 65.0, 77.1, 90.9
Surgical ICU (%) 48.2%
Initial SOFA score 2, 4, 7
Initial OASIS score 27, 33, 39
Initial SAPS score 15, 19, 22
Non-white (%) 23.7%
Emergency Admission 82.4%
Urgent Admission 1.3%
Time from Admission to ICU (mean; 25/50/75% quantiles) 48.5; 0.0, 0.1, 26.9
Table 1: Baseline characteristics of the set of ICU stays used in our experiments.
blood cell count. These are typically only measured a few
times a day from blood samples drawn from patients.
Lastly, we extracted information on the interventions of in-
terest: fluid therapy and vasopressor therapy. We combine
different types of fluids and blood products together when
forming our fluid action variable; in particular, we filter to
only include common NaCl 0.9% solution, lactated ringer’s,
packed red blood cells, fresh frozen plasma, and platelets. We
include five different types of vasopressors for the vasopres-
sor action variable: dopamine, epinephrine, norepinephrine,
vasopressin, and phenylephrine. We map these five drugs into
a common dosage amount based off norepinephrine equiv-
alents, following the preprocessing in Komorowski et al.
(2018).
B.3 Feature Choices
The state space in our RL formulation consists of the 31 pre-
viously listed variables. We discretize time into 30 minute
windows and impute any unobserved vital or lab value with
the population median value. Once a variable is observed in a
given hospital admission, we then use the last observed mea-
surement of a variable until a new value is measured.
We discretize the two types of interventions into six differ-
ent dosage levels (including zero dosage) and allow for any
combination of the two dosage levels to exist as an action. In
total, this results in 36 unique actions that may be taken at
each decision time.
